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Organics Online: Turning Problems into Selling Points
Matthew G. Zebrowski1
This article describes the results of a visual and rhetorical analysis of
images on food websites. The images are taken from the homepages
of major North American food manufacturers and their organic
subsidiaries, and are used to argue that organic food is often marketed
in a way that aligns it with common critiques of the food industry.
This article further argues that this marketing presents consumption of
organic products as aligned with food activist values, which is
especially disconcerting given the consolidated nature of the organic
food industry. [Article copies available for a fee from The
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INTRODUCTION
When I tell people about the consolidation of the organic food industry
into “big food,” they often seem surprised. I suspect their surprise is, in
part, because this information is not particularly widely known (despite
being a matter of public record, acquisitions are rarely publicized in
company narratives or branding). More importantly, however, I believe it
is also because organic food is often seen as ideologically antithetical to
the aims of the food industry. In this article, I argue that this seemingly
oppositional relationship is no accident. I use rhetorical theory and a
visual analysis of food companies’ websites to argue that organic
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